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Smooth.
Sleek.

Seamless.



Why Perth Exposed Aggregate?

What sets us apart from our competitors? - we never subcontract. So you can be sure that 

any work completed on your property, will be done only by the team at Perth Exposed 

Aggregate. 

We are specialists in what we do.

When you hire Perth Exposed Aggregate, you are hiring a proudly Perth owned, run and 

operated business. Whether it is Exposed Aggregate, Honed Concrete, Custom pool 

surrounds or complete backyard designs, you can be sure that we will work with to create a 

unique job that is specific to your wants, needs and desires. There is no such thing as cookie-

cutter design when you work with Perth Exposed Aggregate, we are always bringing fresh 

ideas and designs to the table.

Customer service is paramount.

There is no point doing great work if the service is not up to par, so at Perth Exposed 

Aggregate we are committed to ensuring the highest quality customer service. From the 

minute you enquire till after the job competition, we aim to ensure you are completely 

satisfied with our service. We want to get to know you, because the closer we work with you, 

the easier it is to deliver on quality and to leave you with a job that is not just well-completed 

but is in line with your dream designs.

Our experience shows it.

At Perth Exposed Aggregate we strongly believe the key to our success and fantastic 

reputation in this industry has been our experience, depth of knowledge, expertise and 

attention to detail. Referrals from satisfied customers has given us more business than a solid 

marketing plan ever could, so the proof is in the pudding that when it comes to quality we 

deliver.

What are you waiting for?

Whether it is your exposed aggregate driveway or honed concrete alfresco, our proven 

design and work strategy will elevate your space. Take the stress out of your hands, let us 

do the hard work so you can live your best life with the entertaining space you have always 

imagined.

DECORATIVE 
CONCRETE SPECIALISTS



A Perth Exposed Aggregate quality installation will modernise, and keep your home looking 

respectful, all year round. To guarantee this, every measure is taken on our behalf to ensure 

you are fully satisfied with your new decorative concrete project. All work carried out meets 

strict Australian building standards regulations. Guaranteeing you this has been to key to our 

success to this day.

STEP 4
THE CONCRETE  IS LAID 

The desired mix is batched at 
a concrete plant and will arrive 

at your home following 
site preparations. 

From here, it is either run in 
with wheelbarrows or laid 

straight out of the truck, where 
possible. If there is no access 

for wheelbarrows a pump 
truck will need to be used. 
It is then screeded to the 

desired heights and finished.

STEP 5
 WASHED OFF / HONED

If you’ve chosen an exposed 
aggregate finish, the job will be 

washed with a variety of tools 
and pressure cleaning 

equipment to take the top layer 
off, exposing the stone. If your 

chosen finish is honed concrete, 
the top layer of concrete will 

be ground back with polishing 
equipment, leaving a 

smooth finish. 

$
STEP 2

PRODUCT & AREA CHOICE 
Following your free quotation, you 

will select your product, colours 
and area. We will also discuss your 

overall expectations and what 
specific needs must be met.

STEP 3
SITE PREPARATION

The area is then set to correct depth and 
heights. This includes bobcat earthworks, 
formwork, compaction, expansion foam 

and necessary reinforcement.

STEP 6
JOB COMPLETION

This is the final stage of 
the job. The concrete pad will 
be completely sealed with a 

water repellant sealer bringing 
out the true colour and natural 

beauty of the stones. 

$ INITIAL PAYMENT

$ PROGRESS PAYMENT

$FINAL PAYMENT

STEP 1 
ONSITE QUOTE

Upon contacting us, we will 
arrange a free onsite quote at a 

time that suits you. We can 
also guide you towards 

showrooms and previous work.  

HOW WE DO IT



PLATINUM 
RANGE

Black Pepper, Exposed

Crystal, Exposed

Black Pepper, Honed

Crystal, Honed

Night Sky, Exposed Night Sky, Honed 

Pewter, Exposed Pewter, Honed

Night Sky, Fine Blend Exposed Crystal Fine Blend, Exposed



PLATINUM 
RANGE

Salt & Pepper, Exposed

Silverstone, Exposed 

Travertine, Exposed 

Salt & Pepper, Honed

Silverstone, Honed 

Travertine, Honed 

White Rose, Exposed White Rose, Honed 

Travertine, Fine Blend Exposed Black Pepper, Fine Blend



Amber Grey, Exposed Amber Grey, Honed

Amber White, HonedAmber White, Exposed

Amber Grey Fine Blend, Exposed Amber Grey Fine Blend, Honed

Amber White Fine Blend, Exposed Amber White Fine Blend, Honed

AMBER
RANGE



Black Ash, HonedBlack Ash, Exposed

White Ash, Exposed White Ash, Honed

Red Ash, HonedRed Ash, Exposed

ASH
RANGE



Coral Fine Blend, Honed

Coral Grey Fine Blend, Honed

Coral Fine Blend, Exposed

Coral Grey Fine Blend, Exposed

Coral, Exposed Coral, Honed

Coral Grey, HonedCoral Grey, Exposed

CORAL
RANGE



Kajanni White, Exposed

Kajanni Grey Fine Blend, Exposed

Kajanni White, Honed

Kajanni Grey Fine Blend, Honed

Kajanni Grey, Exposed

Kajanni White Fine Blend, Exposed

Kajanni Grey, Honed

Kajanni White Fine Blend, Honed

KAJANNI
RANGE



Quarry Grey Fine Blend, Exposed

Quarry Grey, Exposed

Quarry, Exposed

Quarry Fine Blend, Exposed

Quarry Grey Fine Blend, Honed

Quarry Grey, Honed

Quarry, Honed

Quarry Fine Blend, Honed

QUARRY
RANGE



Kuru White, Exposed

Kuru Grey, Exposed

Kuru White Fine Blend, Exposed

Kuru Red, Exposed

Kuru Grey Fine Blend, Exposed

KURU 
RANGE

Kuru White, Honed

Kuru Grey, Honed

Kuru Red, Honed

Kuru White Fine Blend, Honed

Kuru Grey Fine Blend, Honed



Black Pearl, Exposed

Black Pearl Fine Blend, Exposed

Granite, Exposed

Granite Fine Blend, Exposed

Tigerstone, Exposed

Black Pearl, Honed

Black Pearl Fine Blend, Honed

Granite, Honed

Granite Fine Blend, Honed

Tigerstone, Honed

DARK
FINISHES



Bluestone, HonedBluestone, Exposed

Federation, HonedFederation, Exposed

Sandstone, HonedSandstone, Exposed

Sandstone Fine Blend, HonedSandstone Fine Blend, Exposed

OTHER
FINISHES



Why should I choose Perth Exposed Aggregate?
What sets us apart from our competitors? - we never subcontract, so you can be sure that 
any work completed on your property, will be done only by the team at Perth Exposed 
Aggregate. 

Why should I choose exposed aggregate concrete over traditional concrete pavers?
You can choose your own colour and texture for your exposed aggregate concrete, it is hard 
wearing and provides a modern look. Over time, exposed aggregate will not move or sag like 
traditional pavers do, plus - you will never need to weed the gaps between pavers or sweep 
away the sand unearthed by ants again! 

Benefits include:
Ÿ Modern and stylish finishes
Ÿ Countless options for colours and textures
Ÿ Tailored design to suit your given area
Ÿ Durable
Ÿ Easy to maintain

What are your prices? How much does exposed aggregate cost?
Exposed aggregate is a low maintenance, value-adding product that will enhance your 
home or business landscaping. Given its longevity and durability, exposed aggregate offers 
great value for money. Please get in touch with us to discuss pricing.

Exposed concrete is not within my budget, can you offer any other options?
At Perth Exposed Aggregate, we understand that exposed concrete may not fit within your 
budget. Please get in touch with us to discuss our general purpose/budget concrete mix 
options. 

What is polished concrete?
As the name suggests, polished concrete is just that!  concrete that has been ground and 
polished to create a smooth and glossy finish. 
Polished concrete is a popular option for its versatility. You choose your colours and patterns 
and desired level of shine. It’s a hard wearing flooring, resistant to scratches and stains and 
easy to maintain.

To achieve the sheen, the concrete is chemically treated to make it more dense, removing 
stains and filling the pores which helps to achieve a better foundation for smoothing and 
shine. This process also makes the concrete less permeable to liquids which will make the 
final flooring more durable. The final step includes a fine grinding tool which controls the 
level of shine.

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS



What is honed concrete?
Honed concrete is a terrazo style semi polished concrete finished. It has a pitted surface for 
added texture.

Do you use reinforcing mesh?
Yes, Perth Exposed Aggregate use reinforcing mesh to limit shrinkage cracking and 
maintain the structural integrity of your concrete.

Why do you cut my concrete?
Control cuts are made in your concrete at the locations determined by us to help control 
cracking.

What is expansion foam for?
A layer of expansion foam is placed next to brickwork or other structures to separate them 
from the concrete. We do this to minimize the potential for the concrete to crack due to 
changes in temperature or general weather conditions.

Will my concrete crack?
It is possible for your concrete to crack which is why Perth Exposed Aggregate take every 
measure we can to prevent cracking from the use of expansion foam to controlled cuts. 
Often there are factors that cause cracking that cannot be controlled by us, such as weather, 
the subsoil, the site and infrastructure conditions. As with any other company in the 
industry, sadly we cannot guarantee that cracking won’t happen.

Will my concrete be sealed?
Yes, we seal all of our concrete. Once set, the concrete is acid washed and high pressure 
cleaned to enhance it’s appearance. We then use a solvent-based acrylic sealer which 
protects and seals the concrete’s natural beauty. 

Why are there variations in the finish on my concrete?
Our concrete is made from quarried sand and stone. Because of this, natural variations will 
show in colour and texture of the product.

How long do I need to wait before I can walk/drive on my newly poured exposed 
aggregate?
To obtain optimum strength and to allow the aggregate time to dry and cure, we 
recommend waiting 1 day before walking on it and up to 28 days before driving on your 
new driveway.

Should I have my pool cleaned?
Yes!, as a matter of urgency you will need to get your pool cleaned twice by one of our 
recommended independent contractors.

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS







Please note: All brochure images, samples and other display projects are indicative and illustrative only of the type of finish 
expected.  No guarantee of the products’ colour or texture is given or implied. The colours pictured in this Inspiration Guide are 

based upon a sealed surface. Perth Exposed Aggregate highly recommends viewing physical samples at one of Limecrete’s display 
locations before a final concrete colour selection is made.

Showroom
Home Base Expo
55 Salvado Rd, Subiaco

Address - by appointment only 
Perth Exposed Aggregate 
Level 11, 125 St George’s Terrace 
Perth, WA, 6000 Preferred installer.

Call us (08) 6189 4988
info@perthexposedaggregate.com.au
www.perthexposedaggregate.com.au


